
THANKING THE  AND KEY WORKERS 
WITH A RAINBOW OF FASHION

£1000 PRIZE TO BE WON

Know your  
Dress codes

Bear in mind your enclosure’s dress 
code when choosing your ensemble. 

Are you asked to wear a jacket and tie?  
Or does your enclosure simply require a 
collar? Of course, for anyone making a 
bid to be crowned Style Award winner 
2021, following these codes are a no 
brainer and you can have a bit of fun 

while staying within the rules!

Push the 
Boat out

Winning looks typically have a 
terrific hat or headpiece that sets 
it off and ensures you stand out 

from the crowd. 

Choosing a hat can be daunting 
but don’t be afraid to push the boat 
out.   Seek out a stylish headpiece to 
compliment your look, for me it’s a 

statement hat or dress but not both.

Embrace  
the Rainbow

Show thanks to the NHS by 
creating a rainbow of colour. 

Go bold and beautiful by choosing 
stunning, colours to wear. Look ravishing 

in red, perfect in pink, get gorgeous in 
green and every colour inbetween! 

Saturate yourself in one colour or even 
taking inspiration from jockeys silks!

TIP 1 TIP 2 TIP 3

Enjoy it!
Most importantly, have fun!

We all deserve a little light relief,  a flutter 
on the gee gees and a glass of fizz to lift 
our spirits and toast the future, a future 
hopefully full of many more days filled 

with friends, family and glamour.

Prepare for 
all Weather

Never scrimp on footwear  for 
a long day at the races! 

Dress appropriately for an outside event, 
a smart jacket that compliments your 

look or a fun umbrella will make sure you 
are prepared in case the sun gods aren’t 
smiling on your day at the races. Opt for 
a stylish espadrille or block heel which 

both work on and off the grass.

Borrowing  
over Buying

Have a look through your 
wardrobe with fresh eyes! 

Embrace the move towards more 
sustainable fashion. Think about how you 
can re-wear an old favourite by pairing it 
with a new headpiece or clever accessory. 

If you really want to don something 
“new” you could get on the bandwagon 

of fashion rental services.

TIP 4 TIP 5 TIP 6
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